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ABSTRACT:   

Formally describing and assessing the difficulty of learning and teaching material is important for quality 

assurance in university teaching, for aligning teaching and learning activities, and for easing 

communications among stakeholders such as teachers and students. This paper proposes a novel taxonomy 

to describe and quantify the difficulty levels of exam questions and exercises encountered in engineering-

related contexts. This paper also describes the development and piloting processes of the new taxonomy. 

The proposed taxonomy consists of two dimensions which describe the difficulty in  

understanding/explaining and using/applying a content unit. The piloting phase included ten purposefully 

selected experts in the field of control engineering, external to the project, who tested the performance, 

utility, ease of use, and clarity of the new taxonomy. The results indicate that the users were able to provide 

consistent and coherent assessments of the difficulty levels of 15 selected exam questions. The paper 

further discusses suggestions for improvement voiced by the participants to promote an even more 

consistent and coherent assessment of engineering students’ mastery of the subject. 
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Introduction 

This study is part of an Erasmus+ project titled “Face It: Fostering Awareness on 

Program Contents in Higher Education using IT tools”, realized by Uppsala University, 

Université Libre de Bruxelles, Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg, Norwegian 

University of Science and Technology, and the University of Padua. It brings together 

Engineering and Pedagogy to develop new shared methods for defining, collecting, 

managing, processing and visualizing program content in association with program 

learning objectives, teaching-learning activities (TLAs), and intended learning outcomes 

(ILOs). The focus is on improving the common understanding of what is being taught in 

courses or programs, what is expected from students, and how the courses in a program 

are connected. Thus, it includes improving the clarity, efficiency, and effectiveness of the 

forms of information exchange among teachers, students, and administrative staff. 

Indeed, the educational community involved reported that in the engineering educational 

field frustration often arises when discovering that different courses teach the same 

content, assume prior knowledge that has not been provided yet, or the outcomes as 

intended by the teachers do not correspond with the learning outcomes perceived by the 

students. Parts of these problems can be tackled using constructive alignment, a 
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curriculum design approach that seeks to optimize the conditions for quality learning, as 

well as building a coherent learning environment where teaching methods and assessment 

practices are aligned with teaching objectives (McMahon, & Thakore, 2006). It leverages 

the following: the definition of the ILOs to describe what students should know and be 

able to do at the end of the course; the definition of TLAs designed to guide the students 

towards achieving the ILOs; and the identification of criteria and methods of assessment 

(Biggs, 2003). In this direction, a curriculum development process started within the Face 

It project. Firstly, a new taxonomy has been developed, having as primary purpose the 

definition of a shared and clear lexicon to describe the content of engineering curricula 

and the related difficulty. To introduce the taxonomy and its development and assessment 

process are the purpose of this paper. 

From a pedagogical perspective, taxonomies have their roots in the curriculum design 

and development movements and their focus on sequential structuring and objective 

assessment of learning. Typically, taxonomies stem from behaviorist models of task 

analysis (analysis of the basic requirements for performing a task) and the construction of 

learning process feedback systems -originating from the cognitivist framework (Bonaiuti 

et al., 2017). Indeed, Bloom et al. (1956) first introduced the concept of taxonomy of 

educational objectives with the aim of reducing the ambiguity of teaching activities, and 

of organizing in a sequential way the process of assessment. The goal was to identify 

expected behaviors and the required skills for their achievement. In the last few years, 

curriculum development processes increasingly considered a student-centered approach 

(Guerrero-Roldán & Noguera, 2018; Vonderwell & Boboc, 2013), which promotes an 

ongoing assessment process with different goals. In these processes, assessments are seen 

as events that are useful for learning, as learning, and of learning; thus, they are a 

combination of different types of assessment, both formative and summative, which aims 

to support students’ learning, promote their self-regulation, and assess competences 

(Guerrero-Roldán & Noguera, 2018; Hume & Coll, 2009; Masuku et al., 2021; 

Vonderwell & Boboc, 2013). Furthermore, growing attention is given to active learning 

(Cooperstein & Kocevar‐Weidinger, 2004; Guerrero-Roldán & Noguera, 2018; Khan et 

al., 2017; Tabrizi & Rideout, 2017), which implicates “instructional activities involving 

students in doing things and thinking about what they are doing” (Bonwell & Eison, 

1991, p. 5). Active learning “is the process of engaging learners with the topic and each 

other where they are talking, doing, and creating, together” (Fedeli & Bierema, 2019, p. 

30); in this way students construct their learning interacting with the context, involving 

higher order thinking, and delving into their attitudes and values (Fedeli & Bierema, 

2019; Matsushita, 2018). 

According to the studied literature, the “Taxonomy of educational objectives” (Bloom et 

al., 1956) is the most well-known and used taxonomy in Engineering higher education. It 

consists of three domains (cognitive, affective, and psychomotor) each one divided into 

categories (Bloom et al., 1956; Krathwohl et al., 1964; Simpson, 1971). The cognitive 

domain is widespread amongst engineering educators as a framework to describe 

complexity and higher order thinking (Mead & Bennett, 2009; Stotsky, 2017). Some 

scholars found the taxonomy useful to design and assess software engineering courses 

(Britto & Usman, 2015), and to improve the alignment of assessment and learning 
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outcomes in software engineering teaching (Khairuddin & Hashim, 2008). Among the 

strengths, the extensive analysis of test items, its simplicity, and the distinctness of 

factors of the cognitive domain have been identified (Fuller et al., 2007). Nevertheless, 

some critiques have been addressed: It is not suitable for the computing context (Azuma 

et al., 2004; Masapanta-Carrión & Velázquez-Iturbide, 2018) and does not adequately 

address the skills and competences needed in engineering (Heywood, 2005, p.28). Other 

highlighted difficulties concern the differentiation of the cognitive activity involved in 

each category (Fuller et al, 2007; Masapanta-Carrión, & Velázquez-Iturbide, 2018; 

Staffas et al., 2020). As a consequence of the above, considering students’ cognitive 

processes can become challenging (Kallia, 2017; Masapanta-Carrión & Velázquez-

Iturbide, 2018). Additionally, this taxonomy offers different interpretations (Heywood, 

2005; Johnson & Fuller, 2006; Staffas et al., 2020) and overlaps among categories (Fuller 

et al., 2007) that make some learning goals fit into more than one category (Masapanta-

Carrión & Velázquez-Iturbide, 2018; Staffas et al., 2020). There are also disagreements 

in categorizing knowledge related to higher levels (Azuma et al., 2004; Fuller et al, 

2007). In fact, the applicability of these categories to every module has been problematic 

(Johnson & Fuller, 2006) and therefore not suitable for undergraduate courses (Ardis et 

al., 2015 p.17). Furthermore, some authors consider the taxonomy not exhaustive, as it 

neglects operational knowledge (Azuma et al., 2004) and accordingly have proposed the 

addition of other categories to the taxonomy (Heywood, 2005). Many attempts have been 

made to standardize Bloom’s taxonomy use (Britto & Usman, 2015; Masapanta-Carrión 

& Velázquez-Iturbide, 2018). Some scholars proposed modifications of the original 

Bloom’s Taxonomy (Azuma et al., 2004; Fuller et al., 2007; Johnson & Fuller, 2006), 

some others used the revised version proposed by Anderson et al. in 2001 (Amorim et al., 

2014; DeMara et al., 2019; Froyd et al., 2012), or a further modification created in 2007 

by Marzano and Kendall (Vargas-Mendoza et al., 2018). 

Also known in the field is the SOLO (Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome) 

taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1982). According to Biggs and Collis (1982) this taxonomy 

aims to pay more attention to the authenticity of the evaluation in terms of using “levels 

that arise naturally in the understanding of the material” instead of a priori ones (Biggs & 

Collis, 1982, p. 13). The SOLO taxonomy, consisting of five levels of knowledge based 

on Piaget’s stages of cognitive development, aims at capturing adult conceptual 

development. Intuitiveness and reliability (Stotsky, 2017; Watson et al., 2014), usefulness 

to analyze student’s knowledge (Kallia, 2017; Watson et al., 2014), and the holistic 

nature (Fuller et al., 2007) are its strengths. On the other hand, imprecision on specific 

concepts learned (Staffas et al., 2020; Watson et al., 2014) and lack of usage experiences 

in the field (Fuller et al., 2007) have also been reported. Modifications have been 

proposed to the original version (Stotsky, 2017) and a priori coding scheme has been 

adopted to improve its usage (Watson et al., 2014). Other lesser-known taxonomies have 

also been proposed such us the Taxonomy of Significant learning proposed by Fink in 

2003(Man Choi, 2019), or inedited taxonomies (Crawley et al.,2011; Sedelmaier & 

Landes, 2012).  

Based on these considerations, the already existing taxonomies do not meet the 

educational and assessment need of the Face-It educational community. Consequently, 
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the research group has drafted a new taxonomy that should be intuitive, valid, reliable, 

and suitable for defining the knowledge and skills required to successfully answer typical 

questions and exercises in engineering. Therefore, the study is guided by a multiple 

theoretical framework rooted in curriculum development, which pays attention to the 

creation of a coherent learning environment in the perspective of constructive alignment 

and sees in taxonomy a tool that promotes clear information exchange among 

stakeholders and supports the two just mentioned.  

The Proposed taxonomy 

Considering existing taxonomies and inspired by the division of engineering knowledge 

into procedural and conceptual knowledge, the proposed taxonomy assumes the difficulty 

of a question as measurable along two dimensions: using and explaining. The taxonomy 

leverages the concept of content unit (CU), with which we mean an atomic unit of 

knowledge, e.g., electric potential, Rouché-Capelli theorem. In other words, we assume 

that each question corresponds to an opportune set of CUs that indicate which content the 

question covers. The taxonomy level of a question should then indicate how difficult the 

question is (e.g. using 2; explaining 1). In principle, all combinations are possible apart 

from the level u0, e0. 

The Using Dimension 

This dimension is dedicated to measuring the increase in difficulty of the skills needed to 

compute a correct answer, solve a problem, or derive a quantitative result. The levels are:  

• Level u0 (short for “using level 0”) are questions that do not require computing a 

specific output.  

• Level u1 are questions that ask explicitly to obtain some quantitative outputs, tell 

explicitly which CUs should be used to compute the outputs, and tell explicitly 

how to use these CUs if these can be used in more than one way. 

• Level u2 are questions that ask explicitly to obtain some quantitative outputs, only 

hint at which CUs should be used to compute the outputs, and only hint at how to 

use these CUs.  

• Level u3 are questions that ask explicitly to obtain some quantitative outputs, 

neither tell nor hint at which CUs should be used to compute the outputs, and 

neither tell nor hint at how to use the CUs.  

The “Explaining” Dimension  

This dimension is dedicated to measuring the increasing difficulty of conceptual 

knowledge and understanding needed to arrive at a correct answer, explain or predict a 

phenomenon or behavior, or derive a qualitative result. The levels are:  

• Level e0, questions that require pure computations without any explanation or 

reasoning. 

• Level e1 are questions that can be answered just through memory recalling 

operations, such as questions asking the student to define or recall the explicitly 

mentioned CUs, to recognize the correct keywords or a phrase that defines the 

mentioned CUs.  

• Level e2 are questions that simultaneously clearly mention or hint at both the CUs 

involved, the technical context, and at least hint at a pre-described or obvious path 
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to reach the solution; they cannot be answered through only memory recalling 

operations, because they require also performing cognitive/logical connections 

among the ingredients above to reach an outcome that is explicitly specified in the 

question and require logical connections among the ingredients above. Such 

questions may ask the student to do the following: describe the CUs in their own 

words, add information to the main points characterizing the CUs, interpret and 

summarize the CUs, construct a symbolic representation of the CUs, and/or 

translate the CUs from one form to another, for example through figures or 

diagrams.  

• Level e3 are questions that present at least one of the following features: they do 

not mention explicitly or hint clearly at all the ingredients needed to answer the 

question, nor do they hint at a pre-described or obvious path to get the solution, or 

require the student to choose from multiple possible nontrivial paths to reach a 

correct solution; they require constructing upon previous knowledge, i.e., 

performing logical connections beyond what is explicitly mentioned in the 

exercise, and thus require extrapolating information to correctly predict and/or 

generalize concepts, consequences and/or phenomena in other contexts and/or 

outside the subject area. Hence, such questions may ask the student to do the 

following: recognize some relationship like similarities, differences  and cause-

effect relationships between the ingredients in the question and some 

nonexplicitly mentioned CUs; identify errors in the presentation or use of some 

explicitly mentioned CUs; solve questions that require the application of CUs in 

some specified situations/contexts but at the same time provide only incomplete 

information, and thus require the student do logical connections beyond what is 

explicitly mentioned; recognize some organizational principles involving the 

mentioned CUs; consider some trans-disciplinary aspects of the mentioned CUs; 

require the student to perform analyses, or form opinions, estimates or predictions 

that necessarily involve what is beyond what is explicitly mentioned in the 

exercise. 

Methodology 

Not having found a satisfactory and validated process of taxonomy development and 

validation in the literature, we studied the processes previously followed by scholars for 

the validation of their taxonomies and we took as reference the process for the scale 

validation of Boateng et al. (2018). Firstly, we identified the domain and generated the 

items. A content validity assessment followed. According to Boateng et al. (2018) this is 

best done through the combination of external expert judges and target-population 

judges; therefore, ten participants with these features were recruited via email. They 

belonged to the professional network of the authors and were not involved in the crafting 

of the taxonomy. Ten meetings (one for each participant) were held using a video-call 

platform (Zoom) between October 27, 2020, and November 20, 2020, and recorded to 

facilitate later analysis. The participants (one female, nine male) were academic members 

(two full professors, two associate professors, two assistant professors, one senior 

researcher and one postdoc) and other professionals from industry, working in Europe 

(n=7) and Northern America (n=3) in the same scientific area (Systems and Control) and 
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with teaching experience ranging from 0 (meaning at most limited to assisting with 

preparing exams) to 30 years. During the meetings, the participants were asked to read 

the manual created to explain how to use the taxonomy. Secondly, they assessed the 

taxonomical level of a set of 15 questions according to the directions written in the 

manual. The aim of this exercise was to measure whether participants were using the 

taxonomy consistently. Each meeting ended with a semi structured interview (Trinchero, 

2002) to explore the following:  

• Clarity, especially regarding the lexicon, structure and purpose, to understand if 

the taxonomy is described well and unambiguous (Boateng et al., 2018; 

Mountrouidou et al., 2019; Wolever et al., 2020).  

• Exhaustiveness, in terms of completeness (Huff et al., 1984; Mountrouidou et al., 

2019; Tett et al., 2000), i.e., being composed by all the dimensions and categories 

needed to categorize the difficulty of exercises.  

• Effectiveness, i.e., if it achieves the established objectives (Alvino et al., 2006; 

Bezzi, 2007; Pozzoli & Manetti, 2011), that in this case is the classification of the 

difficulty of exercises and the relative labelling.  

• Relevance, in terms of usefulness for the purpose of assessing the difficulty of 

exercises, and usefulness in the assessment process of teaching (Boateng et al., 

2018; Devon, 2007; Huff et al., 1984; Valentijn et al., 2015; Wolever et al., 2020).  

• Distinctness between levels (Spangler & Kreulen, 2002), i.e., “whether the 

categories are mutually exclusive” (Huff et al., 1984, p.31), whether the exercise 

is “uniquely represent[ed]” in each dimension (Tett et al., 2000, p. 219) and 

whether each category is decoupled from others (Mountrouidou et al., 2019, p.7).  

Critical issues and suggestions were also collected. The digital transcripts of 

interviews were analyzed with AtlasTi.08 software, a CAQDAS (Computer Assisted 

Qualitative Data Analysis Software) that supported the text analysis. A statistical 

analysis was conducted on Excel for the quantitative data gained from the taxonomic 

assessment of questions. 

Results and Discussion 

The results are described in two distinct parts, one dedicated to the quantitative analysis 

of the measured assessment patterns, and one to the qualitative analysis of the user 

perceptions and recommendations. 

Quantitative Results of Taxonomic Assessment of Questions 

Out of 15 questions, only in three questions did more than 30% of the participants 

disagree with the levels assigned on average by peers. This shows a fairly good level of 

convergence to the same general assessments of the scale. In the average there is a 

convergence around 80% to the mode level and the adjacent ones (more precisely 80.5% 

for the u dimension and 81.0% for e). The convergence to a single class is also fairly 

good (on average 63.1% converged to the same u level and 51.6% to the same e level), 

especially if one considers that 10 items have an even distribution between two classes. 

In several questions there exist some outliers (e.g., Q1, Q2, and Q12). By triangulating 

the data with the interviews, we realized that most of the votes marked as outliers tend to 

come from participants whose choice was often due to misinterpretations of the 
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taxonomy manual. Thus, further work must be done to enhance the manual clarity. 

Overall, the quantitative data show encouraging results, which could be improved with 

some fine tuning on the manual and wording of the taxonomy levels. We also learned the 

importance of selecting questions/exercises that are clearly understandable by people 

coming from different schools and institutional cultures.  

Qualitative Analysis of Interviews 

The first considered factor is the perceived clarity of the taxonomy. All the 10 

participants declared that the purpose of the taxonomy is clear. However, eight of them 

perceived its structure as clear, and seven perceived its lexicon to be clear. Relative to 

this, three participants identified some words used in the manual as critical issues. 

Furthermore, two participants explicitly mentioned that the explaining dimension is 

noticeably less intuitive than the using one. We believe that this is likely connected to 

some issues on the distinctness between levels.  

The perceived distinctness between the levels is not as accurate as hoped, in fact the 

participants reported to be unsure in labelling choice while compiling the assessment. 

The using dimension is associated with noticeably less doubts than the explaining one, 

and e2 vs. e3 seems to offer the most fleeting discerning boundary. A shared feeling is 

that the differentiation between levels seems clear on paper (i.e., when reading the 

manual), but then this clarity diminishes when trying to apply the taxonomy. This calls 

for adding more examples in the next rewriting of the manual and explaining the levels 

better.  

The next considered factor is the perceived efficacy of the taxonomy. Every participant 

agreed on the usefulness in labelling exercises; two of them expressed doubts about 

whether classifying difficulties can be performed in a purely objective way at all. In our 

stance, it is unlikely that a taxonomy removes all subjectivity effects on indexing 

difficulty levels, however, having some explicit guide to follow can contribute to 

reducing that. As for the perceived exhaustiveness of the taxonomy seven participants 

found that there were dimensions missing (e.g., the time dimension, in the sense of 

indicating how much time will be required for an average student to solve it, and the 

complexity dimension, in terms of measuring how tedious and challenging the exercise 

is). Understanding which and if adding dimensions is needed is still an open question and 

our current research focus. Another considered factor is the perceived relevance of the 

taxonomy: seven participants said that already in this form, the proposed taxonomy 

seems useful for their teaching, especially as a tool for aligning the expectations with the 

students and colleagues, on top of sharing material within the community.  

Finally, perceived strengths and weaknesses were analyzed. Among reported weaknesses, 

the current taxonomy does not promote enough distinctness between the various levels, 

and it is insufficiently exhaustive, i.e., it lacks dimensions to capture the various shades 

of difficulty of various exercises. Two persons mentioned that already the existence of 

this taxonomy is a strength, i.e., already having something that covers a perceived gap is 

a strength. Moreover, the participants mentioned expected benefits of taxonomy 

employment as strengths e.g., the possibility of aligning expectations with the various 

stakeholders on top of exchanging teaching material, the possibility of checking the 
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consistency of the exams’ difficulty levels across the years and promoting teachers’ 

reflections on the exercises.  

Conclusions 

The focus of the paper is on introducing a new taxonomy the purpose of which is to 

enable an objective indexing of automatic-control-related assessment material. Item 

generation and content validity assessment has been presented. In the latter, ten people 

were recruited in an indexing exercise accompanied by a semi-structured interview. Both 

quantitative and qualitative analyses were carried out, highlighting that ill-posed 

questions are evidently associated with higher-than-normal spreads of the indexing, the 

taxonomy is still incomplete from a dimensional point of view and has issues on 

differentiating levels of difficulties. Currently our efforts are in reformulating taxonomy 

and exercises to address the issues encountered, as well as planning the content validity 

assessment of the second version. Future work may try to subject the taxonomy to the 

evaluation of a statistically relevant sample and to introduce the taxonomy in other areas 

and disciplines. Finally, we believe that a pedagogical research study design could give 

evidence on how the integration of this taxonomy in the teaching-learning process can 

support students’ learning, giving them a more accurate feedback and assessment on their 

learning processes and outcomes. 
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